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THE FOLLOWING IS AN INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY DETECTIVE JIM 
MOSER WITH THE ROME POLICE DEPARTMENT WITH BETH LAMBERT 
IN REFERENCE TO HOMICIDE. 

MOSER: This is Detective Jim Moser. I'm at the Rome City Police Department. 

Today is Wednesday, January the twenty-sixth of the year two-thousand. Present 

with me is Elizabeth Lambert, and Elizabeth just a short time ago, let me back up. 

You go by Beth correct? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Okay, Beth a short time ago I read to your constitutional rights and your 

waiver ofrights here off this form that I'm holding, and I'm pointing to signature. 

, Whose signature is this? 

• LAMBERT: That's my signature. 

MOSER: Is that stating you were read your rights and your waiver of right? 

LAMBERT: Yes sir. 

MOSER: Do you have any questions whatsoever that I can answer for you regarding 

your rights? 

LAMBERT: No, no sir. 

MOSER: Uh, as you know, I appreciate you being here uh, just a little bit ago I µiade 

contact with you there on Reservoir, 114 Reservoir,' and asked if you would come 
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down and talk to me. Uh, I'm gonna take you back uh, for a couple of weeks .. 

Now you were here at Reservoir here jl!lst a few minutes ago? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Do you live there? 

LAMBERT: No I don't. 

MOSER: Okay, your address that you gave me is up on Old Rockmart Road. Have 

you been staying there for a while? 

LAMBERT: Yes I have. 

MOSER: How long is a 'Yhile? 

LAMBERT: Uh, I've live at, ori Old Rockmart Road since Nove.mber . 

MOSER: Okay, of th ... oflast year? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: I see, now uh, taking you back of the first uh, week or so of-of January. Uh 

were you working anywhere? In particularly I'm looking, let's start at January 

the tenth. 

LAMBERT: Uh. 

MOSER: Which is a Monday. 

LAMBERT: I think I had quit my job at 1Mrs. Winners by then. 
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MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: (Inaudible) 

MOSER: All right, what about the eleventh? Oh, well let me take you back. When 

you worked at Mrs. Winners was that like a first shift or second shift? 

LAMBERT: It was a first shift job, but usually uh, we were short handed. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: And I usually worked from like eight to three, and I would get off until· 

six and come back in and work from six to close. 

MOSER: Okay, long day? 

• LAMBERT: Yeah. 

• 

MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: That's why I quit. 

MOSER: I see, I understand. Were you there long, did you work, I mean? 

LAMBERT: I worked there from uh, October until the end of December, first of 

January. 

MOSER: I see, now uh, so you think by January tenth, January eleventh you were 

gone from Mrs. Winners? 
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LAMBERT: Yeah, I'm pretty sure . 

MOSER: Okay, were you working anywhere else-

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: --after that? Up until what a week and a half or so ago? 

LAMBERT: I wasn't working anywhere else. 

MOSER: . On particular January the eleventh, which was a Tuesday, were you working 

anywhere? 

LAMBERT: No. 

·MOSER: Okay, that there again is a Tuesday. Now you have a boyfriend to my 

understanding correct? Is he in Rome? 

LAMBERT: Uh, he's out of town right now, he's gone-

MOSER: I see. 

LAMBERT: ----to Pakistan. 

MOSER: I see, and uh, I'm gonna take you back to uh, you know uh, a week ago this 

past Friday uh, Saturday which would have been roughly the, fifteenth of this 

month. 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh, 
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MOSER: Which was a Saturday I believe . 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Uh, were you still staying in uh, at Rockmart Road? 

LAMBERT: Yes I was at home then. 

MOSER: At home then? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. · 

MOSER: Uh, do you remember being out at-at any of the motels that weekend, that 

uh, Thursday, Friday, or Saturday weekend? Were you at any, over at the, any of 

the motels? 

• LAMBERT: Uh, I had, I believe that I took, I'm not sure if it was that same weekend 

'cause that about, 'bout the week I got my car. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: And uh, I had took Te out to see his girlfriend at Rome Motel. 

MOSER: Okay, h ... who's, Kin-Kin, the Carter guy? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: How do you say his first name? 

LAMBERT: Kinte. 
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MOSER: · Kinte Carter uh, now this black car, matter of fact we took Polaroid's of it 

didn't we? 

LAMBERT: Yes we did. 

MOSER: Uh, we took Polaroid's at uh, 11 :54 a.m. this morning. Is that your car? 

LAMBERT: Yes that is. 

MOSER: Okay, when did you by it, do you remember? 

LAMBERT: Uh, the twelfth, I think it was. 

MOSER: Do you remember from whom? 

LAMBERT: I bought it from uh, I've got it on my Bill of Sale . 

MOSER: Wait a minute, I couldn't hear you're, you were. 

LAMBERT: I g ... I got it on my Bill of Sale in my glove compartment I can't 

- remember the man's name, but uh, he stays on uh, Old Bells Ferry Road. 

MOSER: Okay, uh, did you have that, you bought that when do you think, I mean just 

approximately? 

LAMBERT: The-the week of the-the, between the eleventh and the-the fourteenth-

MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: --of that week. 
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MOSER: Okay, but you have it in your 13iU:of Sale? Would you mind if we looked at 

that? 

LAMBERT: You can't have.it that's mine. 

MOSER: Okay-okay, um, does anybody drive it besides you? 

LAMBERT: No uh, I got a license uh, the registration and everything is in my name, 

and on my insurance I excluded evenybody from being able to drive my car. 

MOSER: Even your boyfriend? 

. LAMBERT: Even my boyfriend. 

MOSER: Even Te? 

• LAMBERT: Even Te, even my mama and my brother, my ,sister, everybody. 

• 

MOSER: Uh-huh. Okay, uh, on p .. :, on particular around the uh, Tue~day, the 

eleventh of-of January, do you know what your agenda had you doing for the 

day? Do you know where you were? 

LAMBERT: · Uh, the eleventh, Tuesday uh, I think Dale worked second shift that day, 

if I can remember correctly uh, (inaudible) 

MOSER: And his last name is what, I'm s0rry? 

LAMBERT: Roberson. 

MOSER: Uh-huh-uh-huh, where does he work? 
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LAMBERT: Uh, he works at Flowers Bakery in Villa Rica . 

MOSER: And drives to; from Rome? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Wow, has he got tired of it, has he said? 

LAMBERT: No not really, he makes good money. 

MOSER: I bet, so where does that take you for that Tuesday? 

LAMBERT: Uh, I b ... I know I was at home uh, if he worked second shift I was. at 

home until at least 4:00. 

MOSER: That afternoon? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: When w ... were would you have gone after four? 

LAMBERT: Probably over to Kim's house. 

MOSER: Kini Watkins? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: Where you work? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 
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MOSER: Do you know if you indeed went therethat day? Not for sure? 

LAMBERT: I'm not for sure. 

MOSER: In-in traveling Old Rockmart Road do you, do you travel much on Highway 

27 South, you know, like down there by Floyd College and-and the old Coke 

Plant and all that? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Do you ever. .. 

LAMBERT: I don't even know those back roads. 

MOSER: Okay, do you ever go down much on the main, the main road like you were 

going to Cedartown? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: D ... d ... you don't go down that way much? Uh-huh, do you know on 

Tuesday, on particularly the eleventh, if you were down that way for any 

reason-

LAMBERT: No I wasn't. 

MOSER: --maybe? You weren't? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Uh, were do you think you would have been at 6:30 or 7:00 at night? 
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LAMBERT: Uh, actually I think I went to see my grandmother that day.· 

MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: I know I went by my grandmother's house 'cause I had just got my car. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: And lwent to show her my big hoopty I had bought. 

MOSER: Okay, so you think it was uh, that Tuesday you bought it? 

LAMBERT: Uh-

MOSER: 'Cause I, I'm. 

• LAMBERT: --it's was that Monday night before that Tuesday, I bought it on a 

• 

Monday. · 

MOSER: Okay, you bought it on a Monday so you would have had it on Tuesday. 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: So Tuesday night if-if Dale's at work uh, and you think maybe he worked 

second shift? 

LAMBERT: If-if Dale worked second shift that day I was at home up until the 

afternoon, late afternoon. Ifhe worked first shift I was at home that night,·but I 

can't recall what his schedule was like that week . 
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MOSER: All right say, for instance, he worked second. 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: And you left to go, you would have gone to, by your grandmother's this 

Tuesday or by Kim's, do you know? 

LAMBERT: No I probably went by both of them. 

MOSER: I see. 

LAMBERT: You now. 

MOSER: Did you stop or just drove by? 

LAMBERT: I went and showed Kim and them my car. 

MOSER: I see. 

LAMBERT: I know I definitely did that. 

MOSER: Now grandmother, she's who? 

LAMBERT: Ilene Brown. 

MOSER: Is there a number and say, hey, Ms. Brown did-did Beth come on Tuesday 

you know, and if so do you remember what time? 

LAMBERT: . Uh, she's at work right now actually. 

MOSER: She works where? 
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LAMBERT: At Floyd Medical Center . 

• MOSER: Okay, what does she do there? 

LAMBERT: She a security guard. 

MOSER: Oh, I see. She blonde headed? 

LAMBERT: No she's gray headed. 

MOSER: Gray hair, she wear glasses? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: I think I know who she is. 

• LAMBERT: You probably do, everybody does. 

MOSER: Uh, what's her phone number at home. 

LAMBERT: Uh, 235. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: 4341. 

MOSER: Uh, all right so that, she works at Floyd in security okay. So g ... just in 

your best estimation_ between 7:00 and 7:30 Tuesday on-on the eleventh of this 

month, January, got any idea where you were exactly? 
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LAMBERT: At k ... probably, more than likely, I was at Kim's house. 

• MOSER: Okay, and was Kim there? 

LAMBERT: Uh, yes. 

MOSER: Was anyone else there? 

LAMBERT: Uh, I'm trying to think uh, no I don't think so. 

MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: 'Cause I know Kim got in the car with me and we said that we were 

gonna go uh, see Sosha, and I think we went to East Rome to see her. 

MOSER: Uh-huh, would that been during this 7:00 to 7:30 at night? 

• LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Uh, so you, were you in any, I mean to get this Tosha's house, is that her 

name? 

LAMBERT: Sos ha. 

MOSER: Sosha, I'm sorry, do you go down the highway? 

LAMBERT: You go through South Rome and up uh, by the projects. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: Down Maple Street. 
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MOSER: Uh, at any time have you heard about a young man being shot down on 

• Highway 27 by the Coke plant where-

LAMBERT: The only uh, thing-

MOSER: --where he had a wreck? 

LAMBERT: --I heard about was uh, the uh, the black guy that got killed up here-

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: --on Ross Street. 

MOSER: Right. 

LAMBERT: That's the only one I've heard 0£ 

• MOSER: You haven't heard anything about uh, the shooting down on the highway? 

Now are you a member of any gang? 

LAMBERT: · No, I'm not a member of a gang. 

MOSER: You're not a member? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Do you want to be a member? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 
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MOSER: Okay, do you pretend to anybody that you are a member? 

LAMBERT: No . 

MOSER: Not at all? Uh, you know what a queen is? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Okay, you... you ever said anything about wanting to become a queen? 

LAMBERT: No: 

MOSER: Uh, are you familiar with what initiation different gangs may have? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

- -

MOSER: Okay, have you ever heard anything about an initiation to-to get higher up in 

the gang about uh, having to-to ,shoot someone? 

LAMBERT: I've heard with different you know organization that they might do 

something like that. 

MOSER: Okay, have you ever been asked to do something like that? -

LAMBERT: No I haven't. 

MOSER: Not at all-

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 
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MOSER: --not by anybody? Uh, are you familiar to what you have to do to become a 

member of the Folk Gang? 

LAMBERT: Uh; there, there's not uh. 

MOSER: Not a setrule? 

LAMBERT: There, the ... there's not any violence in-in-in initiating a person. 

MOSER: What do you go through? 

LAMBERT: That's a violation. There, there's not suppose to be (inaudible) 

MOSER: What type of initiation would ymi go through? 

LAMBERT: Uh, you might be sat down and talked to and asked questions uh, just to 

get the feel of the person, where their values and stuff are, their morals uh, 

(inaudible) 

MOSER: 'Cause when you talk about gangs you know most people associate gangs 

with violence. 

· LAMBERT: Right. 

MOSER: So, but the morality is.an issue in a gang? 

LAMBERT: In mine, well I'm not in a gang though, I'm not, I'm not in gang, I refuse 

to refer to it as gang. It's not a gang . 
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LAMBERT: Organization. 

MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: Yeah, that's a better word. 

MOSER: All right, can I askuh, what-what is the name of your organization? 

LAMBERT: No. 

MOSER: I can't ask? 

LAMBERT: ·well you can, but I'm not gonna tell you. 

MOSER: Oh, you're not going to tell me okay. Are you a queen in your organization? 

• LAMBERT: I'm not a queen uh. 

• 

MOSER: Do you want to be a queen? 

LAMBERT: No I don't. 

MOSER: Certain responsibilities you don't want to take? 

LAMBERT: Exactly. 

MOSER: Is your organization pronged to violence? 

LAMBERT: I wouldn't necessarily say my organization is pronged to, pronged to 

violence, I, there might be certain individuals in my organization that are pronged 
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to violence, but if uh, they d ... if they're, if they're caught of whatever, if they are 

warned about their violent behavior then you know they i ... they will be dealt 

with. I mean not necessarily saying that we'll turn to violence on them, but they

they basically will be kicked out of the organization. 

MOSER: So is your organization friendly? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: Well give me an idea of what your organization would want to accomplish. 

LAMBERT: Uh, the, basically the-the-the mental, physical, and economical growth of

of our people, of our organization. 

MOSER: Uh, in respect to that for any Joe Blow public person, would they even know 

that you exist? 

• LAMBERT: No. 

.MOSER: Your organization? 

LAMBERT: No. 

MOSER: So your organization would grow from within? 

LAMBERT: Right. 

MOSER: But not branch out to where notoriety would become a factor? 

LAMBERT: Right. My-my organization is not even up here in Rome anyway. 
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MOSER: Where-where would it originate from? 

LAMBERT: Uh, most of my people are in Mississippi and Chicago. 

MOSER: Do you have a larg.e following here in Rome in your organization? 

LAMBERT: They, the people up here that claim theirselves to be a part of the 

organization are just really full of shit. 

MOSER:· Is Folks any part of your organization? 

LAMBERT: . It's a branch of it, yeah. 

MOSER: Branch of it? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

• MOSER: Do you have any tattoos? 

LAMBERT: Yes I do. 

MOSER: · Do you have any you can show me? Now that is what? . 

LAMBERT: That's a pitchfork. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: A star and a heart. 

MOSER: ·Okay, what's i~ the middle of the star? 
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LAMBERT: AG. 

MOSER: And that stands for? 

LAMBERT: I'm. a G. 

MOSER: Okay, uh, in any part of your organization would anyone be asked or 

required to do any type of uh, drive-by shooting? Not at all? 

LAMBERT: No if they do it they would do it on their own. 

MOSER: Not by uh, recommendation or request of anybody? 

LAMBERT: No. 

MOSER: Uh-huh uh, so last Tuesday ore ... I'm sorry not last Tuesday, but the 

Tuesday on the eleventh would you have been asked by anyone to commit any 

type of-of bodily injury against somebody as part of any further i. .. initiation step 

within your organization? 

LAMBERT: No. 

MOSER: Not at all? 

·LAMBERT: I wasn't ask, and ifl had been asked then I would have went to the proper 

people and told then you know. 

MOSER: What your proper people be called? 

LAMBERT: My overse~r. 
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MOSER: Overseer, is that like someone to give you-guidance? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huk 

MOSER: So ¥11, this all; as you know this is all in confidence, us talking about uh, 

hanging out you know around the motels. Do you ... 

LAMBERT: I don't hang around inotels, I took Kente out there to see his girlfriend 

and we ended up getting into a fight with her. 

MOSER: Oh yeah, which, did she, he's, who's his girlfriend? 

LAMBERT: Sandra Stocks. 

MOSER: Uh-huh, so that would be out at uh-

LAMBERT: Rome Motel. 

MOSER: --Rome Motel? What day was that? 

LAMBERT: ·Uh, it was that-that uh, Thursday or that Friday I think it was. 

MOSER: Now bear with me when you say that, is that like the same week you go 

your car? 

LAMBERT: The, uh, yeah the eleventh uh, I mean the tw ... thirteenth, fourteenth I 

think was that-that Thursday or Friday. 

MOSER: W ... what transpired between him and his girlfriend? 
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LAMBERT: Uh, me, Kim, and Te road to the motel and I think Chris was with us to 

I'm not sure. Uh, we went in-

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: --and I was sitting in the car with Chris, Kim and.Te went in. Uh, I guess 

Te and Sandra had got into a fight because he came out and he had a big 

Rottweiler dog and he said he was gonna walk his dog 'cause he didn't now ... 

feel like arguing with her or whatever, so he asked me would I walk with him. I 

got out of the car, I walked around the comer with him, we came back and uh, 

Sandra's sister Pam uh, Pam Thompson, that's her name, uh, she got all up in my 

face and da-da-da-da-da-da-da. I am, I'm really not pronged to violence, I'm 

really not, so I you know politely asked her would she please you know. 

MOSER: Were you in your car? 

LAMBERT: Yeah . 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: I w ... I got in my car and I was trying to leave, but I was trying to leave 

with Kim and Chris and they were both out of the car, but she had jerked my car 

door open and she was trying to you know swing in on me, trying to hit me you 

know. 

MOSER: This was Sandra? 

LAMBERT: Uh. 

MOSER: Or this.is the other girl? 
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LAMBERT: Pam . 

MOSER: Pam. 

LAMBERT: And uh, when I tried okay, Te tried to get Pam out of my car and I was 

trying to back out and I stopped. Kim told me jus to stop the car, and Kim and 

Pam were fighting and Te was trying to break them up and Sandra tried to jump in 

on Kim too. So I got Sandra, Sandra ran into the house then picked up her baby 

and said well you know if you hit me now you're going to jail and all of this, and 

I said I don't want to hit Y,OU anyway, you know, but you're not gonna put that 

dog on Kim and you're not gonna jump on Kim. That's a fair fight you know 

they are the same size, let them fight. So Chris got Kim, put Kim in the car, I got 

· in the car and we all left, and that's the last time I've seen them. 

MOSER: So what's your relationship with Sandra y ... y'all get along okay or did y'all 

have some problems that day, that night? 

• LAMBERT: That day, 'night you know. 

MOSER: Uh-huh, uh-huh and uh, do you if uh, Te is still seeing Sandra? 

LAMBERT: Uh, I have no idea really, I don't. 

MOSER: Have you seen them two together since this happened? 

LAMBERT: Uh, I didn't really see them together before then either. 

MOSER: I see. 

LAMBERT: You know. 
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MOSER: But that was Te's ideato go see Sandra? 

• LAMBERT: He asked me to take him out there and I took him out there . 

MOSER: Did he, did he tell you how he knew she was there, at the? 

LAMBERT: He had been staying with her. 

MOSER: Oh, had he? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: Uh-huh; uh-huh, so during this time that-that y'all were there and this was 

uh, what time? 

LAMBERT: . Uh, It was about .10:30, 11 :00 at night? 

• MOSER: At night? 

LAMBERT: Yeah, so it was pretty late. 

MOSER: Uh, pardon me, did the management or anybody and fuss at y'all or 

anything? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: Uh-huh. 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: · And when y'all left was anybody trying to get in your car or anything? 
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LAMB.ERT: Yeah, Pam was st ... uh, she uh, s ... Sandra slashed my back tire . 

MOSER: Oh yeah?. 

LAMBERT: Yeah, she slashed my back tire and threw a brick at it. That's why my 

door's jammed and wont come open. 

MOSER: I see, yeah. That will make you l:lpsetwant it? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: · Especially when you just got your car. Uh, so during this time uh, was there 

flny talk about this shooting down on 27? 

LAMBERT: Uh, Sandra kept telling me she was gonna put me in jail. 

• MOSER: For what?. 

• 

LAMBERT: She didn't say. She said well I got you, I got you (inaudible) 

MOSER: Was she talking about this fight cleal or so111ething? 

LAMBERT: I don't what she was talking about, but I know the next day uh, somebody 

came and told me that she had callecl the uh, police on me and said that I had shot 

somebody or something. 

MOSER: Somebody told you that Sandr:a said that? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 
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MOSER: What was your reaction when y,ou heard that? 

LAMBERT: . I said I don't care, I mean I h.av.en't done anything. It kind of upset me 

that she would you know just get de~: and dirty like that' cause I think that's

that' s a low blow, but. 

MOSER: When she's talking somebod)tkillh:ig somebody? 

LAMBERT: Yeah, that's-that's kind ofyoWkiilow, but I haven't done anything so I'm

I'm not really that worried about it. 

MOSER: So the whole uh, statement frnm h.er regarding, from what you just said, 

about her accusing you of shooting somebody is false? 

LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: Have you in any way shot at somebody lately? 

LAMBERT: No. 

MOSER: Within the last three weeks, four weeks? 

LAMBERT: No . 

. MOSER: Not at all? 

LAMBERT: Not at all, I haven't even held a gun in my hand. 

MOSER: When part your uh, initiation about trying to cap somebody so you could be 

a you know uh, higher up in your organization? 
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LAMBERT: False, all of it. lfl wanted to be higher up in my organization I would go 

to my overseer and say, look I want to get a higher rank uh, he would sit down, he 

would talk to me, see how much I kn.ew, what I didn't know, where I'm at, and it 

would be up to whether I get a higher rank or not. 

MOSER: Does it cost you to get higher? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Monetarily, it doesn't cost you? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Does it cost you in any type of sexual favor? 

LAMBERT: No th ... 1-1 would lose all respect like that. 

• MOSER:· Oh yeah, I understand. What would your boyfriend think about that? Ifhe 

had, ifthat was proposed? 

LAMBERT.: He wouldn't like that too much. 

MOSER: I mean not j ... not just sexual I'm talking about money and all. 

LAMBERT: No 1-1-1 don't feel like thatthey would even come at me like that. 

MOSER: Okay, 'cause that organization dgesn't operate that way. Is Dale a part of 

that organization? 

LAMBERT: No . 
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MOSER: Oh he's not? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Is he in a different one? 

LAMBERT: No, uh-uh. 

MOSER: He's not in one at all? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: Does he know that you're up and all in that? 

LAMBERT: He-he-he knows about my past history. He knows uh, I've been trying to 

get my life together. I really have, and I haven't had that much to do with my 

organization lately. Uh, I've only see~ them one time in the last three years . 

MOSER: Pardon me? You've only seen who? 

LAMBERT: M ... the-the members of my organization·. 

MOSER: Oh I see, I see. Uh, will you give me just a second? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Uh, so you, when you were at the-the motel was there any other problem 

with anybody else, the management uh, I guess Mr. Patel? 

LAMBERT: Uh-uh, no .. 
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MOSER: Uh, anybody come out of any rooms on you or anything or on Te? 

• LAMBERT: No not the, not while I was there. 

MOSER: Okay. 

LAMBERT: I know the police came later and made Te leave. 

MOSER: So Pam and uh-uh, Sandra were upset with you and Te? -

LAMBERT: And Kim. 

MOSER: Uh, okay, so. 

LAMBERT: Uh, Sandra's-been trying to fight Te's sister to, this last week. 

MOSER: So their-their relationship doesn't sound-

• LAMBERT: Uh-uh. 

MOSER: --like it's going. 

LAMBERT: Yeah, I think she's trying to get back at me if she can. 

MOSER: So you believe that uh, on Tuesday the eleventh around 7:00 to 7:30 you 

· were with Kim Watkins? 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: ·Okay, and you think she can confirm that? 
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LAMBERT: Yeah. 

MOSER: Okay, and uh, I know thi;tt this is ·thliee weeks later, but how would you know 

that about that date three weeks ago? 

LAMBERT: 'Ca':ise I'm with Kim just a~out every day. 

MOSER:· . I see okay, all right uh, do you ha:ve anything you want to ask me or any · 

questions? 

LAMBERT:· What-what-what-what even led to me to be as a process of illumination? 

MOSER: Well, as you know uh, we get word out abo_ut shooting-

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

• · MOSER: --if anybody has any _information and uh, of course we got word that-that 

you had a-a black car uh, is what we a.Fe possibly lool<.ing for and had an 

altercation. 'Caus~ you know the p0liee were called out there to the Rome Motel. 

LAMBERT: Uh-huh. 

MOSER: Uh, I don't know if it was Mr. Patel or who called, but just in that follow-up. 

Trying to get all the reports of everything going on lately, and this is, this was our 

next step, that's all it was, and I appreGiate you talking to me. Uh, do you have 

any questions about anything I read you? 

LAMBERT: Uh-tih, no. 

MOSER: If I need to ta:lk to you would you talk with me? 
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• 

LAMBERT: Yeah . 

MOSER: Okay, I appreciate it. Uh, I'd like to get a Polaroid photograph of you if you 

don't mind. 

LAMBERT: · Okay. 

MOSER: And I'll end this interview at uh, 12:46 p.m. 
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